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OVERVIEW

Renovated villa with wrap-around garden and large
swimming pool overlooking the Mediterranean Sea,
located in the exclusive Paraíso Alto area of Benahavis.

Marvellous white villa of 365 m² in the Paraíso Alto residential area of Benahavis, very
close to the shopping area of San Pedro, the glamorous Puerto Banús and Estepona
as well as a tennis club and 2 prestigious golf courses.

The detached villa boasts a well maintained wrap-around garden with an attractive
curved L-shaped pool with a built-in jacuzzi and panoramic sea views from its sunny
south-west facing plot of some 715 m². A Mediterranean-style shaded relaxation
corner provides the ideal spot for outdoor dining or enjoying an afternoon siesta.

On the main floor of the property we find a large living room which is bright and airy
with shinny marble floors and a corner fireplace. The brand new kitchen comes fully
equipped and has a serving hatch and a separate utility room. The sunny and inviting
terrace of the living room on the main floor enjoys fully retractable glass curtains
with a panoramic view of the Mediterranean and Gibraltar. Also on this floor is the
large master bedroom with an en-suite bathroom.

On the lower floor there are 3 bedrooms, also with en-suite bathrooms, which all
open up to the pool area. The private nature of one of the rooms on the lower level,
with a fully equipped kitchen, means that it can be used as a private suite for guests,
teenagers or a second family. The fully equipped brand new kitchen in the lower level
suite was designed to make entertaining in the pool area convenient, practical and
fun without having to access the main kitchen on the upper floor. A 2-car automatic
garage is also provided.

A wonderful, spacious villa with renovated interiors and sensational sea views in
Benahavis.

lucasfox.com/go/mrb4613

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming pool, Garden, Jacuzzi, Views,
Utility room, Renovated, Interior, Fireplace,
Exterior, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	Renovated villa with wrap-around garden and large swimming pool overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, located in the exclusive Paraíso Alto area of Benahavis.

